Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing ( O F D M ) significantly reduces receiver complexity in wireless systems with multipath propagation and therefore has recently been proposed for use in wireless broadband multiantenna (MIMO) systems. T h e performance of t h e meximum likelihood(M1) detector in MIMO-OFDM system is optimal, however, its complexity is prohibitive. A number of other detectors, both linear and non-linear, may offer substantially lower complexity, however, their performance is significantly worse. This paper uses a class of l a t t i c e reduction-aided (LRA) receivers for MIMO-OFDM systems with a n arbitrary number of antenna-, that can achieve near maximum likelihood detector performance with low complexity. Performance comparisons between t h e LRA r e ceiver and other popular receivers, including linear receivers a n d V-BLAST in both independent and correlated channels, are provided. I t will be shown t h a t t h e performance of t h e LRA receiver is superior t o t h a t achieved by suboptimal d e tection methods, especially when t h e channel is correlated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiplooutput (MIMO) technology has recently come into prominence since it can improve channel capacity without sacrificing bandwidth efficiency. An apparent disadvantage of single-carrier based MIMO systems in frequency selective channels is the fact that the computational complexity of the receiver (either a vector-MLSE or a multi-channel equalizer) will in general be very high, The use of OFDM alleviates this problem by turning the frequency-selective MIMO channel into a set of parallel narrowband MIMO channels [2] , [ 5 ] , which greatly simplifies the equalization process.
For the equivalent narrowband detection process, although the performance of the ML receiver is optimal, its complexity is very high. A number of other detectors, offer substantially lower complexity, but their performance is significantly worse. This paper shows that a class of latticereduction-aided (LRA) receivers in MIMO-OFDM systems can achieve near maximum likelihood detector performance with low complexity. We extend the LRA receiver technique proposed in 171, applicable for 2 x 2 system, to a general nR x nT system, where n R 2 n T . Performance comparisons between LRA receivers and other popular r e ceivers, including linear receivers and V-BLAST, will he provided. It will be shown that especially with higher order constellations and when the channel is correlated, LRA significantly outperforms other suboptimal detectors in terms of BER. The remainder of this paper is organized a s follows. In Section 11, the MIMO-OFDM system model for traditional linear receivers is described. In Section 111, the proposed LRA receivers for n R x nT, n R >_ nT multiantenna systems are presented. To test the effectiveness of the proposed LRA receivers, simulation results will be provided in Section IV.
BACKGROUND
A. System Model 
where the equivalent flat fading matrix H ( k ) corresponding to the k-th subcarrier is denoted as and s@) [i] consists of the input data symbols of all the TZT transmit antennas, r~(~) [ i ] is the noise at the k-th output of the FFT blocks at each of the i i~ receive antennas. Owing to the OFDM operations: IS1 is avoided and for notational convenience, we will drop the time index i in the remainder of this paper, i. 
B. Correlated Channel Model
Consider there is no line of sight between the transmit and receive antennas. Assume that all the signals reflected from one cluster of scattering objects and arriving at the 
B. LRA Receiver
For general nT complex vectors and $AM input symbols, an input symbol vector of the k-th carrier represented hy s ( ' ) in the original basis with elements in Zc, where Zc is the set of cornplex integers. can be represented by elk) = (P('))-'dk) in the reduced basis. We can assume that the received vector y(" in (3) is already represented in the new reduced basis since Figure 4 , due to the equalizing operation and the direction of the basis vectors, the decision regions can be seen as parallelograms described by the columns of HIk) [7] . In this case, it can be seen that when the angle between h?' and h r ) is very narrow (i.e., the vectors are correlated), a small amount of noise can make a received symbol fall out of the decision region and cause the decoder to make a wrong decision [ 7 ] . The idea proposed in and yet still generate the same lattice with better decision regions. Thus, with the new basis, the decision regions are more robust against noise and interference. In this paper, we propose an extension of a reduction technique which first appeared in [7] for 2 x 2 systems, t o a general n R x n~ system.
Theorem [7]: If H is a basis of a lattice, H' = H P is also a basis of the same lattice if P and P-l have integer (possibly complex) entries.
For the problem in hand, the objective is to find a change of basis PIk) which transforms HIk) into for k = 0,. . . , N, -1 such that the decision regions for a specific Now H'(k) = H ( k l P ( k l . and so for the ZF receiver where GIk) = f i ( H ( k ) P ( k ) ) t .
(6) can be written as
~( k ) P ( k ) H ( k ) p ( ' ) , ( k )
n?-
The estimate of d k ) is i.@) = Q(r1')). Since the lattice points consist of elements in Zc, the quantization consist of a rounding operation whereby the real and imaginary parts are rounded separately. Finally, 2Ik1 is transformed to its original basis by performing the operation dkl = P(kli.
(k).
To use the lattice theory and the decoding operation in Since the transmitter might not know the type of receivers used, the scaling and shifting operations have to be done at the receiver.
Assuming the shifted and scaled constellation s'(') is transmitted, the received signal vector is
In terms of the signal received when the data hits are transmitted using the original constellation, Y (~) , (9) can be rewritten as:
To summarize, combining (8) and (lo), the operations at the receiver consist of two steps: (a) scaling, shifting, and equalizing in the new basis
. . When the number of transmit antennas, nT = 2 and 6 = 1, Algorithm 1 reduces to the Gauss reduction algorithm used in [7] . More nearly orthogonal reduced bases can be obtained by increasing 6 to one. however, this may increase the number of iterations required. Note that the two sources of complexity in LRA receivers are firstly due to computing the reduced basis of a lattice and secondly due to implementing the linear equalizer. If the channel is slowly varying, the lattice is fixed during a long period of time, therefore the basis reduction only has to be performed once.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulations presented in this section were conducted with N,=16 OFDM sub-carriers. 1000 symbols transmitted per carrier, n~= 3 transmit antennas, n~= 3 receive antennas, 6 = 1, and a multipath channel with L=3 resolvable paths. The distribution of the multipath complex . BER performance of a 3 x 3 system with QPSK modulation in a correlated channel finite constellations as infinite and therefore, data points at the constellation boundary end up having the same number of neighbours as the internal constellation points [7] . Due to the high computational complexity of the ML receiver, the LRA receiver is a promising alternative, especially if a large number of transmit antennas and large constellation are used. Recall that for 3 antennas transmitting 16-QAM symbols, the ML receiver performs 4096 comparisons to decode each symbol vector. From Figures 7 and 9 , it is observed that the ML and LRA receivers perform well in the presence of correlated channels whereas the performance of traditional linear and V-BLAST receivers is very poor. Since LRA receivers use hasis vectors which are closer to orthogonal, there is less correlation between the columns of k = 0,. . . . Nc-l, as compared to that which is present in the original therefore the LRA receivers perform much better than the linear receivers in correlated channel. It can be seen that the LRA is an attractive method to improve the hit error rate performance when channel correlation is high. For all of the cases considered, it can be observed that from the slopes of the graphs, the LRA and ML receivers achieve the same diversity order, where diversity is defined as y = -limp--logp. Simulation results show that the proposed LRA receivers outperform traditional linear receivers and are especially robust in correlated channels which are likely to he found in realistic communication scenarios.
